Greetings golfer, and welcome to the WGT forums! This discussion board is here to give our players a place to discuss their ideas, give advice on game play, give the company feedback and talk about anything else WGT related. We pride ourselves on maintaining a community full of players who are respectful and courteous while interacting with each other. We would ask the same from anyone participating in these forums.

The list below outlines general practices or behaviors that are unwelcome and prohibited on the forums. It’s important to keep in mind that the guidelines listed here are not a complete list and may not address all types of offenses. Please see our Terms and Conditions for more information. WGT may, but is not required to, delete postings that do not comply with these guidelines or WGT’s Terms and Conditions. Your access to these forums is a “privilege”, and not a “right”. We reserve the right to update and modify these rules as needed.

Thank you for taking the time to read the WGT forum posting guidelines.

**RACIAL/ETHNIC**

**SEXUALITY/VIOLENCE**

**REAL-LIFE INFORMATION/THREATS**

**POSTING CHEATS, HACKS, OR ANY OTHER MALWARE**

**IMPERSONATING A WGT EMPLOYEE**

**DISCUSSING DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS/REQUESTS**

**CIRCUMVENTING MODERATION**

**RELIGION OR RELIGIOUS TOPICS**

**POLITICS OR POLITICAL TOPICS**

**ILLEGAL DRUGS OR ACTIVITIES**

**SPAMMING AND/OR TROLLING**

**ADVERTISING**

**INAPPROPRIATE LANGUAGE**

**NATIONAL**

**RACIAL/ETHNIC**

Do not:

- Post or contribute to racial or ethnic discrimination/slurs
- Use a golfer name that is, or could be construed to be, a racial or ethnic slur
- Post anything that alludes to symbols of racial or ethnic slurs

**SEXUALITY/VIOLENCE**
Do not post anything that is, or could be construed to be:

- extreme violence
- pornography
- inappropriate sexual and/or violent actions/discussions

REAL-LIFE INFORMATION/THREATS

Do not post anything that is, or could be construed to be:

- any private real-life information about other community members of WGT staff members
- threatening remarks directed toward another community member, WGT staff member or real-life person

POSTING CHEATS, HACKS, OR ANY OTHER MALWARE

Do not post anything that is, or could be, construed to be:

- direct links to malware
- information related to malware
  - If you would like to report activity of this nature, please do so by sending out support team and email: http://www.wgt.com/help-request.aspx. DO NOT post this on the forums.

IMPERSONATING A WGT EMPLOYEE

Do not post anything that is, or could be construed to be:

- your golfer name sharing a likeness to a WGT staff member name
- false information as if it was from a WGT employee
- claiming to be a WGT employee

INAPPROPRIATE LANGUAGE

Do not post anything that is, or could be, construed to be:

- defamatory
- “coded” or colloquial language that may allude to inappropriate language
- initiating, participating or perpetuating harassment of defamation
- typing in all capital letters, or abusing text format options

NATIONAL
Do not post anything that is, or could be, construed to be:

- promoting national hatred/ill will
- hateful slurs of symbols based on nationality

**RELIGION OR RELIGIOUS TOPICS**

Do not post anything that is, or could be, construed to be:

- directly discussing, or alluding to a religion
- directly discussing, or alluding to a religious figure
- directly discussing, or alluding to a religious stance

WGT has a zero tolerance policy for the topic of religion on the forums.

**POLITICS OR POLITICAL TOPICS**

Do not post anything that is, or could be, construed to be:

- directly discussing, or alluding to politics, past or present
- directly discussing, or alluding to political events, past or present

WGT has a zero tolerance policy for the topic of politics on the forums.

**ILLEGAL DRUGS OR ACTIVITIES**

Do not post anything that is, or could be, construed to be:

- discussing the abuse of illegal drugs
- reference to performing illegal activities

**SPAMMING AND/OR TROLLING**

Do not post anything that is, or could be, construed to be:

- repeatedly communicating the same or similar message
- creating, participating or perpetuating conversations with the intention of causing unrest within the community
- joining a conversation with the intention of derailing it
- communicating in a harmfully deceptive manner

**ADVERTISING**

Do not post anything that is, or could be, construed to be:
- any non-WGT related business, websites, or other organizations

**DISCUSSING DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS/REQUESTS**

Do not post anything that is, or could be, construed to be:

- creating threads with the intention of highlighting disciplinary actions taken against a player
- creating posts with the intention of highlighting disciplinary actions taken against a player
- creating threads or posts with the intention of requesting that disciplinary actions be taken against a player
  - WGT takes forum moderation very seriously. If you feel another player deserves moderation, please use our forum report feature or send our support team an email: [http://www.wgt.com/help-request.aspx](http://www.wgt.com/help-request.aspx). DO NOT make threads or posts with this information

**CIRCUMVENTING MODERATION**

Do not post anything that is, or could be, construed to be:

- Posting on another account
- Having another player post for you or posting for another user